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MATERIALS USED IN PLAYING THE GAME.

A folding board, having on its face a field, or play-ground,

comprising thirty-six numbered citcles. The field of numbered

circles is surrounded by rows of blank circles,— called Entree

points, whereon the men used for playing the game must be

entered, as is hereafter provided : Four sets (six of a color in

each set), men ; two dice-boxes and two dice.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS.

The game may be played by two, three, or four persons ; each

person using a set of men of one color.

ORDER IN WHICH PLAYERS TAKE THEIR TURNS.

On commencing the game the checkers must be falcon side

down. All the players shall "throw " for the first play, and the

one who " throws " the highest figure shall commence the game
by entering a man on the Entree print (on bis side of the board),

behind the numbered square, corresponding with the upper-

most figure on the die he has cast.

The player on his right then plays in the same manner, casting

his die and entering a man according to the figure thrown. The
other players follow, taking their turns in succession around the

board to the right.

SHOWING HOW THE MEN MOVE.

When it is the first player's turn again, he casts his die, and

(according to the figure thrown) may advance the man already

entered, directly forward along the column of numbered squares

to the circle bearing that figure ; or he may, at his option, enter a

new man on an Entree' point as above explained— provided that

it is not already covered.



In moving a man forward, he may jump over any other man
in his route, to reach a numbered square corresponding with

the figure cast by his player ; or he may take any adversary (man

or falcon) in his route, who rests on a square in that column,

corresponding in number with the figure cast.

When a man reaches the base line opposite to the base from

which he started, he becomes.

by turning his checker over, leaving the falcon side upper-

most. A falcon shall not be moved except to take an adversary.

When a player, who has a falcon, throws a figure correspond-

ing with a numbered square on which any adversary rests, then

the falcon may take the adversary. »

If a player can neither advance a man already entered, nor enter

a new man, by reason of the occupation of a numbered square

or Entree' point by one of his own men, then he is ''blocked,"

and cannot play until his next turn.

When a player takes a man or falcon, the captive shall be re-

moved from the board, and the captor put in his place.

Players shall be obliged to enter their men on the Entree

points, according to the figures cast, that is to say : they shall

not be permitted to enter a new man immediately on a number-

ed square.

A player shall be obliged to move in his turn if he can.

THE WINNER.

The player who has a man or several men left— all adversaries

having been taken—wins the game.

CAUTION.

Remember that a man cannot be moved to the right or the left,

but must continue to advance along the column of squares on

which he is entered, until he reaches the opposite base line
;

reaching which he thereby becomes a falcon, and the falcon then

has power to move in any direction to take any adversary as pro-

vided in the rules.
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Suppose a player throws the figure 5. He must first enter a

man on the Entree' point marked A behind the square, having the

number 5 on it. Say that in his next turn he casts the figure 6,

he may then, at his option, either advance the man already en-

tered to the square in that column having G on it (marked B) ; or

he may enter a new man on the Entree' point behind the figure

6, (marked C.)

We will suppose that he advances the man from the Entree'

point (marked A), to the circle 6 (marked B.) Now, when it is

again his turn; suppose he casts the number 2, he may then ad-

vance the man on circle 6 (marked B), to the circle 2 (marked
D), and the man is then a falcon.
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